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Electron emission in grazing-ion–surface collisions
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For ions impinging grazingly on a solid surface, the electron emission from the inner shells of solid atoms
is investigated by employing a semiclassical formalism. The emission rate is expressed in terms of probabilities
of atomic ionization, which are evaluated with the continuum-distorted-wave–eikonal-initial-state approxima-
tion, taking into account the full dependency on the impact parameter. The model is applied to the calculation
of the differential yield of ejected electrons for fast protons colliding with an aluminum surface. Inner-shell
emission is compared with the electron emission from the valence band of the metal, considering different
ejection angles. Calculated energy spectra of emitted electrons are in good agreement with the available
experimental data.

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Dy, 34.50.Bw
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the angle and energy distributions of el
trons emitted during the grazing scattering of fast ions fr
surfaces have been the subject of intense research durin
last several years@1–11#. Its importance is based on the fa
that electron emission produced in such ion-surface co
sions carries information about the atomic and electro
structure of the topmost layer of the solid.

When a fast ion impinges on a metal surface with
incidence angle smaller than a given critical angle, the io
specularly reflected from the surface without penetration
side the solid. For bare projectiles at high impact velociti
the charge state of the projectile can be considered as fi
@11–13#, and the incident ion induces the emission of ele
trons from the solid. Ejected electrons may come from t
different electronic sources of the metal: the valence b
and the inner shells of target atoms. Both contributions
be calculated separately; while the valence-band ionizatio
expected to be dominant at large emission angles@14#, the
ionization from inner shells should play a prominent role
ejection angles close to the specular-reflection direction
the projectile@8#.

The purpose of this work is to investigate the contributi
of the ionization process from atomic inner shells to the
ergy spectrum of emitted electrons. We evaluate the inn
shell emission yield, also called the core contribution,
employing a semiclassical formalism in which the project
trajectory is classically determined, while the electronic tra
sitions are described with quantum methods. In the mo
the multiple collisions of the incident ion with the surfac
atoms are treated as single encounters with outermost a
along the incoming and outgoing projectile paths. The em
sion probability per unit path is expressed in terms of atom
probabilities, which depend not only on the modulus of t
impact parameter, but also on its direction. In the pres
work, the continuum-distorted-wave–eikonal-initial-sta
~CDW-EIS! approximation is used to calculate the impa
parameter-dependent probability of atomic ionization. T
theory is a distorted-wave method that makes use of the
konal wave function in the initial channel and the CD
1050-2947/2000/62~6!/062903~7!/$15.00 62 0629
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wave function in the final channel. The CDW-EIS approx
mation has been found to be able to successfully explain
ionization process for a large variety of collision system
@15#. It takes into account the long-range behavior of t
Coulomb potential, including the distortion produced by t
projectile in both the initial and final channels.

We apply the theoretical model to the collision syste
composed of fast protons impinging grazingly on an alum
num surface, for which experimental data of electron em
sion have recently been published in Ref.@7#. With the aim
of comparing the contributions of both electronic sources
the metal, the atomic inner shells and the valence band, w
the ejection angle varies, we also calculate the emission f
the valence band of the solid. In a previous paper@14# we
have developed a semiclassical model to deal with bin
collisions between the incident projectile and the electro
belonging to the free-electron gas. This model is here app
to the calculation of the rate of valence emission, using
first Born approximation to describe the electronic tran
tions. The plasmon decay mechanism is not included in
valence emission because it is expected that it contribute
the low-energy electron region@3,4,6#, which is not consid-
ered in the present work. Finally, the energy spectrum
emitted electrons is studied in terms of the ejection ang
and the results are compared with the available experime
data@7#.

The work is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introdu
the theoretical model and the interaction potentials used
describe the core emission. Energy distributions for inn
shell emission are showed and discussed in Sec. III, com
ing them with those originated by binary collisions with th
valence band for different ejection angles. Section IV co
tains our conclusions. Atomic units are used unless otherw
stated.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. Inner-shell emission

In this section we introduce the theoretical model e
ployed to calculate the electron emission from the inn
shells of target atoms. We consider a heavy projectile~P! of
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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M. S. GRAVIELLE PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 062903
chargeq and massM P impinging grazingly on a solid sur
face ~S! of infinite mass. As a result of the collision, a
electron~e! that it is initially bound to a target atom in th
statei is emitted with momentumkW f , which is measured in
vacuum. Due to the large massM P of the projectile, the
description of its motion in terms of a classical trajectory i
reasonable approximation. We use a frame of reference fi
to the position of the first atomic layer, with the projecti
trajectory contained in thex-z plane, and the surface in th
x-y plane~see Fig. 1!. As a consequence of the symmetry
the problem, it is convenient to decompose the projec
velocity into two components: a two-dimensional vector p
allel to the surfacevW s , and a component perpendicular to t
surfacevz . In this way, we write the projectile velocity a
the time t as vW 5(vW s ,vz)5(vs,0,vz), and the initial impact
velocity as vW i5(vW is ,v iz)5(v i cosui,0,2v i sinui), u i being
the angle of incidence defined with respect to the surf
plane.

In grazing collisions the projectile trajectory can be d
vided in differential portions, with widthDx, situated at dif-
ferent distancesZ(x) from the surface. In every portion th
component of the velocity perpendicular to the surfacevz is
considered negligible, and the projectile moving parallel
the surface with velocityvW s induces the ejection of electron
from the inner shells of target atoms located in the cor
sponding surface bandDx. Since core electrons are strong
localized around atoms, only electrons of atoms situate
the first atomic plane contribute effectively to the electr
emission@12#. Under those conditions transport effects a
expected to play a minor role@10#. Therefore, ejected elec
trons can be considered as directly emitted to vacuum, w
out suffering multiple collisions with target nuclei. The emi
sion probability per unit path,dPi(kW f)/dx, for the transition
from the initial statei to the final state with momentumkW f , is
given by

dPi~kW f !

dx
5dSE

2`

1`

dy Pi kW f

(at)
„rW ~x,y!…, ~1!

where Pi kW f

(at)
„rW … is the probability of atomic ionization, de

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the coordinate system.
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pending on the impact-parameterrW , anddS is surface atomic
density, which is considered as constant. In Eq.~1! the im-
pact parameter depends on the position of the surface a
considered, with

r~x,y!5Ay21Z2~x!, w~x,y!5 arctanS Z~x!

y D , ~2!

the modulus and the azimuthal angle, respectively, of
impact parameterrW (x,y) ~see Fig. 1!. The triple differential
probability corresponding to the electronic transitioni→kW f is
obtained by integratingdPi(kW f)/dx along the projectile tra-
jectory, and it reads

Pi~kW f ![d3Pi /dkW f52E
0

1`

dx
dPi~kW f !

dx
, ~3!

where the factor 2 in front of the integral takes into accou
that the incoming and outgoing paths are equivalent.

In the present work, we employ the CDW-EIS approx
mation to evaluate the atomic probabilitiesPi kW f

(at)
„rW …. Assum-

ing that the nonionized atomic electrons remains ‘‘froze
during the collision, the problem is reduced to a one-acti
electron system, and theT-matrix element reads

Ti kW f

CDW-EIS
5^x f

CDWuWf
†ux i

E
&, ~4!

wherex f
CDW is the final CDW wave function, which contain

a product of two continuum states, one around the target
the other around the projectile,x i

E is the eikonal wave func-
tion, andWf is the final perturbative potential. In the CDW
EIS approximation theT-matrix element has a closed expre
sion @16#, and the atomic probability can be derived fro
Eq. ~4! by using the well-known eikonal transformatio
Pi kW f

(at)
„rW …5uAi kW f

CDW-EIS(rW )u2 @17#, where

Ai kW f

CDW-EIS
„rW …5

2p

vs
E dhW Ti kW f

CDW-EIS exp„ihW •rW …, ~5!

is the CDW-EIS transition amplitude, andhW is the compo-
nent of the transferred momentum perpendicular tovW s .

The evaluation ofPi(kW f) involves a numerical four-
dimensional integration. Calculations can be simplified if t
dependence of atomic probability on the azimuthal anglew is
erased by averagingPi kW f

(at)
„rW … over all different orientations

of the impact parameterrW ; that is

Pi kW f

(at)
~r!5

1

2pE0

2p

dw Pi kW f

(at)
~rW !. ~6!

After replacing the average atomic probabilityPi kW f

(at)(r) in

Eq. ~1! and changing the integration variables, it leads to
approximate probability given by
3-2
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ELECTRON EMISSION IN GRAZING-ION–SURFACE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 062903
Pi~kW f !54 dSE
Z0

1`

dr r Pi kW f

(at)
~r! f ~r!, ~7!

where f (r)5*Z0

r dZ vsvz
21(r22Z2)21/2 is a factor that only

depends on the classical trajectory of the projectile, andZ0 is
the distance of the closest approach to the surface, withZ0
.0. In Sec. III we will investigate in detail the error intro
duced by approximating Eq.~3! by Eq. ~7! ~see Fig. 4!.

B. Projectile trajectory

To calculate the emission probabilityPi(kW f) it is neces-
sary to know the classical trajectory of the projectile co
tained in Eq.~2!. The projectile pathZ(x) is determined by
the interactionP2S, which only depends on the distance
the surface plane. Therefore, the component of the proje
velocity parallel to the surface remains constant, i.e.,vW s

5vW is . The z componentvz satisfies the conservation of th
energy in the perpendicular direction to the surface

1

2
M Pv iz

2 5
1

2
M Pvz

21VPS~Z!, ~8!

whereVPS is theP2S potential, andZ is the projectile dis-
tance to the topmost atomic layer. The classical pathZ(x) is
derived from Eq.~8! by integrating the velocityvW over the
time, or equivalently, over the projectile position. Then, t
trajectory equation reads

x5v isE
Z0

Z(x)Fv iz
2 2

2

M P
VPS~z8!G21/2

dz8. ~9!

The distance of the closest approach to the surfaceZ0 is also
calculated from Eq.~8! with the conditionvz tending to zero,
i.e., M Pv iz

2 /25VPS(Z0).
The potentialVPS can be expressed as the sum of tw

interactions,VPS(Z)5Vat(Z)1Vind(Z), where Vat is the
static surface atomic potential, andVind is the induced elec-
tric potential. Both contributions originate by differen
mechanisms. The potentialVat is produced by the interactio
of the projectile with the surface atoms, and it is here
scribed by the usual Molie`re potential@18#. The potential
Vind corresponds to the induced field or dynamical ima
potential produced by the projectile moving close to the s
face. We employ a simplified dielectric description given
Ref. @19# to representVind , which reads

Vind~Z!52
q2ws

2

2vsws8
E

0

1`

dj
sin~aj!

~11j2!1/2
exp~2bj!,

~10!

with ws85(ws
22g2/4)1/2, wherews is the surface plasma fre

quency and g is the damping rate. The factorsa
52ws8Z/vs andb5gZ/vs are expressed in terms of the va
ableZ. The use of more sophisticated models to represen
potentialsVat andVind is not expected to introduce releva
differences in our results.
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III. RESULTS

We confine our study to the collision system composed
fast protons impinging on an Al~111! surface with the angle
of incidenceu i51°, for which recent experimental data@7#
are available. Two impact energies, 100 and 70 keV,
considered. At these energies protons can be considere
bare ions along the whole trajectory@20–22#; this system is
then a good benchmark for the theory. The parameters u
to describe the aluminum surface are the following. The
terplanar separation isd54.4 a.u., the Fermi energy isEF
50.414 a.u.~the Fermi velocityvF50.91 a.u.), the work
function is EW50.15 a.u., the surface plasma frequency
ws50.4 a.u., andg50.037 a.u.@19#.

From Eq.~3! we calculate the inner-shell emission pro
ability P( is)(kW f) by adding over all occupied initial states
that is

P( is)~kW f !5(
i

Pi~kW f !, ~11!

where the indexi denotes the different atomic inner su
shells. As the Al0 contains three electrons in the outermo
shell n53, we consider that the target atoms cede these
ternal electrons to the free-electron gas, keeping the res
the electrons in the inner shells. In the present work,
atoms are considered as isolated and no correction is
cluded to take into account that they are part of a surface
the considered impact energies, the contribution com
from theK shell can be neglected in the calculation. This
a consequence of the slow projectile velocity in comparis
with the mean orbital velocity of electrons in the 1s state.
Then, only the initial states corresponding to theL shell of
neutral aluminum are included in Eq.~11!. The atomic bound
states are described by Hartree-Fock double-z functions@23#,
and a Coulomb wave function with an effective charge s
isfying the binding energy is employed to describe the fi
continuum state.

For every initial state, the evaluation ofPi(kW f) involves a
double integral over the transferred momentumhW as given
by Eq. ~5!, and two other integrals on the surface pla
(x,y). The integration on the variableshW andy was numeri-
cally calculated with a relative error less than 3%, while t
further integration on the variablex was solved by interpo-
lating approximately 20 pivots, with the classical trajecto
Z(x) numerically obtained from Eq.~9!.

In order to compare the electron emission originati
from the different electronic sources of the metal, we a
evaluate the emission probability of valence electro
P(val)(kW f). Valence emission is due to collisions of the pr
jectile with electrons of the free-electron gas, and it involv
not only the binary mechanism but also collective effec
However, the collective contribution to the energy spectr
of the ejected electrons is expected to be important for e
tron energies around the value of the surface plasma
quency minus the work function, i.e.,ws2EW'6.9 eV @6#.
Since such low-electron energies are not studied in
present work, the electron emission by plasmon decay
not be considered here.
3-3
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M. S. GRAVIELLE PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 062903
We calculate the electron emission produced by bin
collisions with the free-electron gas employing a semicla
cal formalism developed in a previous paper@14#. In that
model, the free-electron gas is described with the simple
lium model, theT-matrix element is evaluated with the fir
Born approximation, and a screened Coulomb potentia
used to represent the interaction with the projectile. The
ferential emission probabilityP(val)(kW f)[d3P(val)/dkW f is
calculated from Eq.~12! of Ref. @14#, using the same class
cal projectile trajectory that is used in the case of inner-s
ionization. Note that as the binary collisions with the fre
electron gas satisfy the energy conservation~imposed by the
d function in Eq.~12! of Ref. @14#!, the values ofkW f reached
with this mechanism are confined in the region

Rmin<ukW f2vW isu<Rmax, ~12!

with Rmax5@(vis1vF)22kc
2#1/2 and Rmin5@(vis2vF)22kc

2#1/2

Q@v is2(kc1vF)#, wherekc
252(EF1EW) andQ is the uni-

tary Heaviside function. Therefore, the binary electron em
sion from the valence band is only possible for values ofv is
larger thankc2vF .

For 100-keV incident protons, in Fig. 2 we plot the inne
shell emission probabilityP( is)(kW f) as a function of the elec
tron energy, considering several ejection angles. The ejec

FIG. 2. Differential probability of the electron emissionP(kW f)

[d3P/dkW f for 100-keV protons impinging on an Al~111! surface
with the incidence angleu i51°. Four ejection angles are consid
ered: ue51°, ue530°, ue560°, andue590°. Solid line, inner-

shell emission probabilityP( is)(kW f), calculated by using the CDW
EIS approximation; dotted line, inner-shell emission probabi
calculated with the first Born approximation; dashed-dotted li

valence emission probabilityP(val)(kW f), calculated as explained in
the text. The arrow indicates the position of the CTC peak.
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angleue is measured with respect to the surface plane. In
way, the final electron momentum outside the solid rea

kW f5kf (cosue,0,sinue), andekW f
5kf

2/2 is the electron energy

The spectrum of core electrons is compared in Fig. 2 w
that originating from the valence band for the different em
sion angles. While the valence electrons are emitted w
energies localized in the range determined by Eq.~12!, core
emission is extended over the whole energy range con
ered, and tends to zero for high-electron energies when
angle ue increases. At the angleue51°, which coincides
with the direction of the outgoing projectile, the core em
sion is almost two orders of magnitude higher than the
lence emission for the lower-electron energies. In the f
ward direction the probabilityP( is)(kW f) shows a peak atekW f

.v is
2 /2, which corresponds to the well-known capture to t

continuum~CTC! peak, convoluted by the surface symmet
Precisely, for electron energies around the CTC peak,
ejection of valence electrons is not possible by binary co
sions, and multiple-scattering processes have been fo
quite unlikely @8#. For reference, in Fig. 2 we also plot th
Born probability of inner-shell emission. This probability
derived from Eq.~1! by using the first Born approximation
instead of the CDW-EIS approximation, to evaluate t
atomic ionization probability. At the ejection angleue51°
the Born probability does not display the structure cor
sponding to the CTC peak, and it tends to the results of
CDW-EIS approximation for high-electron energies, as ty
cal in atomic collisions@15#.

From Fig. 2 we observe that when the ejection angle
creases~separating from the direction of specular reflecti
of the projectile! the binary emission from the valence ban
gives the more important contribution at low-electron en
gies. However, the range of electron energies reached
this mechanism diminishes abruptly for large values ofue ,
and the spectrum of fast electrons is dominated by core e
sion. Forue530° the Born probability coincides with result
of the CDW-EIS approximation, but it runs above the CDW
EIS curve for larger angles. Another important feature of
spectrum of ejected electrons is the absence of the bin
peak in the inner-shell emission probability. The binary pe
is missing in the core spectrum because the projectile ve
ity is lower than the orbital velocity of bound electrons. O
the contrary, this peak appears clearly in the valence em
sion probability, and its width is due to the initial momentu
distribution of electrons of the free-electron gas, as can
observed from Eq.~12! @8#.

Contributions of the different subshells to the emissi
spectrum are displayed in Fig. 3 for the same ejection an
considered in Fig. 2, i.e.,ue51°, 30°, 60°, and 90°. In the
forward directionue51°, the ejection of slow electrons i
dominated by the ionization from the 2p0 state, while con-
tributions from 2p61 states are higher for high electron e
ergies. Notice that in the energy region around the C
peak, all subshells contribute to the emission probability.
ue530° the situation is inverse: contributions from the 2p61
states are higher at low-electron energies, while the emis
from the 2p0 state dominates at high energies. For bo
angles,ue51° and ue530°, the probability of emission

,

3-4
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ELECTRON EMISSION IN GRAZING-ION–SURFACE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 062903
from the 2s state runs close to the one from the 2p61 states
for all the electron energies considered. For larger emiss
angles,ue560° and 90°, the electrons are ejected prefer
tially from the 2p0 state, and the 2s contribution is one and
two orders of magnitude smaller, respectively.

To investigate the error that it is introduced by averag
the dependency on orientation of the impact parameter in
atomic probability, in Fig. 4 we compare the emission pro
ability P( is)(kW f) obtained from Eq.~3! with the approximated
value P ( is)(kW f) derived from Eq.~7!, for 100-keV impact
energy and different ejection angles. In the forward directi
P ( is)(kW f) runs joined with the values ofP( is)(kW f), while for
other angles it detaches from the exact curve, running ab
P( is)(kW f) by a factor ranging from 1.4 to 3.0. Notice th
although averaging of the anglew produces non-negligible
effects in the core emission spectrum for intermediate ang
it weakly affects the total rate of inner-shell emission,
proposed by other authors@12#.

Finally, we study the total binary contribution to the e
ergy spectrum of emitted electrons in terms of the eject
angle. The emission probabilityP(kW f)[d3P/dkW f is defined
as the sum of the partial probabilities coming from both c
and valence electrons; that is

P~kW f !5P( is)~kW f !1P(val)~kW f !. ~13!

In Fig. 5 results for 100-keV protons are compared with
experimental data of Ref.@7#, normalized by using our the

FIG. 3. Partial contributions to the inner-shell emission
100-keV protons impinging on an Al~111! surface with the inci-
dence angleu i51° for different ejection anglesue . Ionization from
the 2p orbital ~thin solid line!, the 2p0 orbital ~dashed line!, the
2p61 orbital ~dashed-dotted line!, and the 2s orbital ~dotted line! of
Al0. The arrow indicates the position of the CTC peak.
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oretical values for the electron energy of 200 eV. Althou
this electron energy is arbitrarily chosen, the value of
normalization factor does not change appreciably for el
tron energies between 125 and 200 eV. The partial con
butions P( is)(kW f) and P(val)(kW f) are also plotted in Fig. 5
displaying the electron energy ranges where each mecha
is dominant. Emission probabilities obtained from Eq.~13!
show a good agreement with the experiments, in particu
for the ejection angle coinciding with the exit direction of th
projectile. For larger angles, the discrepancy observed
high electron energies may be caused by the emission
energetic valence electrons as a consequence of mult
scattering processes, which are not included in
formalism @8#.

With the aim of studying the inner-shell contributio
around the CTC peak when the impact velocity varies,
Fig. 6 we plot the emission probability atue51° for 70-keV
protons. This impact energy corresponds to the lowest ve
ity limit that could be dealt with our model. As in Fig. 5
partial contributions of core and valence electrons are a
displayed. In the forward direction, inner-shell emissi
gives again the most important contribution over the wh
electron energy range. Around the CTC peak, the ejectio
valence electrons by binary collisions is two orders of ma
nitude smaller than the core emission. Total emission pr
ability P(kW f) is compared with the experimental data of Re
@7#, normalized with our theoretical value for the electro
energy of 130 eV. In this case, the normalization factor d
matically depends on the chosen electron energy. Note

FIG. 4. Differential probability of the inner-shell emission fo
100-keV protons impinging on an Al~111! surface with the inci-
dence angleu i51° for different ejection anglesue . Solid line,
probability derived from Eq.~3!, taking into account the full depen
dency on the azimuthal anglew; dashed line, approximated prob
ability derived from Eq.~7! by averaging thew dependency of the
atomic probability; both probabilities calculated with the CDW-E
approximation.
3-5
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M. S. GRAVIELLE PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 062903
results have not been corrected by the transmission func
of the experimental analyzer. The agreement with the exp
ments is qualitatively good around the CTC peak, but th
retical and experimental curves show different slopes w
the electron energy increases. Since the CDW-EIS appr
mation is a high-energy method, measurements for hig
impact velocities would be desirable to test the model.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a semiclassical theory to deal w
electron emission from the inner shells of solid atoms, or
nated by ion-surface scattering. The theory describes
multiple collisions of the projectile with the surface atom
along the trajectory, being only valid for grazing impact.
the model the emission rate is expressed in terms of p
abilities of atomic ionization, taking into account the fu
dependency on the impact parameter. To evaluate ato
probabilities we employed the CDW-EIS approximatio
which is valid in the high-velocity region. The formalism

FIG. 5. Differential probability of the electron emissionP(kW f)

[d3P/dkW f for 100-keV protons impinging on an Al~111! surface
with the incidence angleu i51°. Three electron emission angles a
considered:ue51°, ue520°, andue530°. Solid line, total prob-
ability of emission by binary collisions, calculated from Eq.~13!;

dashed line, inner-shell contributionP( is)(kW f); and dashed-dotted

line, valence contributionP(val)(kW f). The thick solid line represent
experimental data extracted from Ref.@7#, normalized with our the-
oretical values, as explained in the text.
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applied to the calculation of energy spectra of ejected e
trons for fast protons impinging grazingly on an aluminu
surface, for which there are recent experimental results@7#.
The core emission is compared with the electron emiss
from the valence band, considering different ejection ang
The ionization of valence electrons is calculated with
method derived in Ref.@14# which describes the binary col
lisions with the free-electron gas. Partial contributions ori
nated by ionization from different atomic subshells are a
lyzed. For the ejection angle coincident with the specul
reflection direction of the projectile, the ionization from th
inner shells represents the dominant mechanism while
valence-band ionization prevails at low-electron energies
large ejection angles. Differential probability of electro
emission from both atomic inner shells and the valence b
shows a good agreement with the available experime
data for 100-keV protons. The method employed to calcu
the valence emission is only valid to deal with metals
semiconductors with a small gap. Instead, the proposed
oretical model is expected to also be successful in dea
inner-shell emission from metal and nonmetal surfaces.
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FIG. 6. Differential probability of the electron emissionP(kW f)

[d3P/dkW f for 70-keV protons impinging on an Al~111! surface
with the incidence angleu i51°, at the emission angleue51°.
Theory and experiment as in Fig. 5. The arrow indicates the p
tion of the CTC peak.
.
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